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Red Hot Chili Peppers to Perform at the
Apollo Theater for SiriusXM
Exclusive concert on September 13, part of SiriusXM's Small Stage Series, to air live
on band’s SiriusXM channel Whole Lotta Red Hot

“Unlimited Love” Album Featuring #1 Single “Black Summer” Out Now

“Return of the Dream Canteen,” band’s new studio album, to be released on Friday,
October 14
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NEW YORK – August 10, 2022 – SiriusXM announced today that iconic rock band Red Hot
Chili Peppers will perform at the historic Apollo Theater, in a special invitation-only concert
as part of SiriusXM’s Small Stage Series. The concert on Tuesday, September 13 marks the
first time that the band has performed at the iconic theater.  

The special one-night-only performance at the Apollo Theater will celebrate the launch of
Red Hot Chili Peppers’ exclusive SiriusXM music channel. The show will feature the band
performing their hits, fan favorites from their decades-long career, as well as music from their
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current chart-topping album Unlimited Love. 

“During our long-standing relationship with the Apollo Theater, SiriusXM has brought many
of music’s most significant artists to their historic stage for the very first time, and the Red
Hot Chili Peppers are no exception,” said Scott Greenstein, SiriusXM’s President and Chief
Content Officer. “The Red Hot Chili Peppers are one of the most definitive bands in rock
music that continue to innovate the genre with their musical craftsmanship and we are
honored to present them as they make their debut at the Apollo Theater. This is shaping up
to be a September to remember for SiriusXM subscribers."

Red Hot Chili Peppers’ Small Stage Series show will air live nationwide on the band’s
exclusive SiriusXM channel, Whole Lotta Red Hot (ch. 315) with multiple rebroadcasts
throughout the week. Whole Lotta Red Hot will also be available on SiriusXM channel 105 on
Thursday, September 1 through Friday, September 30.

The band also recently announced that their brand-new studio album, Return of the Dream
Canteen, will be released Friday, October 14 on Warner Records. The news of Return of the
Dream Canteen's imminent release marks the band’s second album release of 2022, hot on
the heels of the platinum-selling Unlimited Love which was released in April.  It will also be
the band's second Rick Rubin produced album of 2022 and reinforces their reputation as a
band at their absolute peak, riding the crest of an undeniable creative wave. 

For information on how to attend SiriusXM’s Small Stage Series featuring Red Hot Chili
Peppers please visit: www.siriusxm.com/RedHotChiliPeppersPR

Red Hot Chili Peppers launched their own exclusive SiriusXM music channel, Whole Lotta
Red Hot, in April on channel 315. The launch coincided with Red Hot Chili Peppers' new
album Unlimited Love. 

The legendary Apollo Theater—the soul of American culture—plays a vital role in cultivating
emerging artists and launching legends. Since its founding the Apollo has served as a center
of innovation and a creative catalyst for Harlem, the city of New York, and the world. For
more information, visit www.apollotheater.org.

SiriusXM’s Whole Lotta Red Hot is available to subscribers nationwide in their car and on
the SXM App. The SXM App is available to subscribers on mobile devices and a wide variety
of connected platforms in the home including smart speakers, smart TVs and streaming
media players. Streaming access is included with all of SiriusXM’s audio trials and most
popular plans. 

SiriusXM’s Small Stage Series features performances with premier artists spanning music
genres and styles, and comedy, and held in small iconic venues. SiriusXM launched its
Small Stage Series in August 2021 and to date has announced performances by 2 Chainz,
Alicia Keys, Avril Lavigne, Brandi Carlile, Coldplay, Dave Matthews, Def Leppard, Ed
Sheeran, Glass Animals, The Go-Go’s, H.E.R., J Balvin, J. Cole, Jason Aldean, John Mayer,
John Mulaney, Kane Brown, Kenny Chesney, Måneskin, Michael Che, Nathaniel Rateliff &
The Night Sweats, Pearl Jam, Shaggy, Shinedown and Twenty One Pilots.

For more information on the Red Hot Chili Peppers’ new album, the tour and tickets please
visit https://redhotchilipeppers.com.
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About SiriusXM

Sirius XM Holdings Inc. (NASDAQ: SIRI) is the leading audio entertainment company in
North America, and the premier programmer and platform for subscription and digital
advertising-supported audio products. SiriusXM’s platforms collectively reach approximately
150 million listeners, the largest digital audio audience across paid and free tiers in North
America, and deliver music, talk, news, comedy, entertainment and podcasts. SiriusXM
offers the most extensive lineup of professional and college sports in audio. Pandora, a
subsidiary of SiriusXM, is the largest ad-supported audio entertainment streaming service in
the U.S. SiriusXM's subsidiaries Stitcher, Simplecast and AdsWizz make it a leader in
podcast hosting, production, distribution, analytics and monetization. The Company’s
advertising sales arm, SXM Media, leverages its scale, cross-platform sales organization,
and ad tech capabilities to deliver results for audio creators and advertisers. SiriusXM,
through Sirius XM Canada Holdings, Inc., also offers satellite radio and audio entertainment
in Canada. In addition to its audio entertainment businesses, SiriusXM offers connected
vehicle services to automakers. For more about SiriusXM, please go to: www.siriusxm.com. 
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